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Not so long ago, the simple existence of a company's web site could be seen as a way on its own to
promote an image of modernism and openness.

Today, the use of internet has become so commonplace and the number of sites related to any given
industry so huge that companies must build a specific internet communication strategy should they want
to ensure a minimum of efficiency to their "cyber communication".

This is especially true for the nuclear industry: in its case, the challenge is to provide relevant and dated
up information to a broad and demanding audience when at the same time responding to attacks from
opponents who master "cyber-activism" with a great deal of skill.

Starting from this background, the proposed contribution will address the following topics:

Maintaining visibility among some 1,000 web sites registered under the name "nuclear"

Communicating in real time through internet (and intranet internally)

Ensuring synergy between internet and other communication tools.
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The world is changing. Environment and Health are key issues, especially in western countries. People
start to worry about the impact of the products they use or eat and about their legacy to their children, on
a worldwide scale : "We do not inherit the earth from our parents; we borrow it from our children" is one
of the current new mottos for the "citizens of Earth".

In such a context, nuclear energy is less accepted than before. The recent debate over the ozone layer,
global warming and climate change, GMOs, mad-cow disease and most recently uranium-based
ammunitions, cannot but reinforce the deep mistrust felt by large components of the society. Opponents
to nuclear energy have found a new audience, and some political decisions take this evolution into
account.

A new approach or the Internet Revolution
It is not easy to compete with speeches built on appealing irrational arguments - especially appealing to a
mother fearing for her children's health. In addition, EDF as a company is perceived as a large institution
which is not to be trusted. At least not systematically.
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This mistrust is reinforced by the absence of a direct link between EDF and the general public. The media
obviously tend to present nuclear information in a dramatic way ... And EDF's voice is one among
others. Messages from opponents are considered as reliable, sometimes more reliable than ours.

However: a new attitude is emerging, which might be an opportunity for us. Citizens demand the right to
know, the right to shape their own point of view, using first-hand information. How do you get into
contact with people who honestly want to know more, who would like to ask their own questions prior to
expressing their own opinion?

Internet is an obvious answer to this need for more personal, human contact. With Internet, the net surfer
is active: he visits the site to ask questions, he discusses and exchanges with others surfers, he analyzes
information to express his point of view. A direct link now exists, which enables EDF to bring key factual
information to the debate.

So what should the aim of the Internet site be?

How do you establish a link with people browsing the net, so they can shape their own opinion about
nuclear energy ? A climate of trust is key, based on the following ingredients:

Transparence. We have nothing to hide. People like to know what's going on inside a nuclear plant.
The "Keeping up to date" section allows people to know what's going on at any given moment in a
nuclear plant. Key environment figures, information on incidents or accidents is available, together
with miscellaneous news on nuclear energy on a global scale. Also, some nuclear plants are equipped
with webcams so that live images can be watched in the "Seeing" section.
Responsibility and trustworthiness. The "Thinking it over" section is aimed at providing extensive
information about key issues.

Opening and Empathy: The site has to be attractive and reassuring. Faces show that nuclear energy
is operated by human beings, that debating is allowed to all. Everybody may have an interest in
nuclear energy, it does not necessarily frighten, thus the smile... Soft colors have been used to
promote this human - more feminine image. In addition, the "Exchanging" section contains links to
other "nuclear" web sites - including opponent sites.
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Innovation. We decided the should look as "high-tech" as possible without looking too costly. The
latest information systems techniques have been used to show that nuclear energy is a modern,
innovative industry. For instance, you can visit a virtual plant in the "Seeing" section.

Interactivity. The main attraction of the EDF nuclear website resides in its strong interactivity. Data
are regularly updated (every 48 hours in average). When incidents occur, the site is updates within a
couple of hours. Answers to questions are given as fast as possible ( 3 - 4 days in average).

The aim is to become a reference site by providing key figures and facts to people who need reliable
information on nuclear energy.

An overview on 8 months activity

The EDF nuclear web site comprises 5 sections:
Keeping up to date - where national and international news are displayed, where environmental
figures and incidents are accessible - from level 1 on the international nuclear event scale onwards
Understanding - a section dedicated to explaining how nuclear plants are operated, and basic info on
radioactivity
Thinking it Over - a section dedicated to controversial issues such as nuclear waste, radioactivity and
health, etc. with detailed documents
Seeing where you can visit a virtual plant or watch webcams
Exchanging and debating in the Forum Section or asking questions.

Every week 3000 people visit the EDF nuclear site. Most are French. They usually visit the site during 10
minutes. 50% of them choose the "news" section first, the visit to other sections being distributed evenly.

It is important to note that the EDF nuclear site is not
to be found via search engines yet, as it contains
interactive parts. Only the mother site, www.edf.fr is
advertised and referenced.

Since its launch on June 17, 150 questions have been asked. They are mostly dealing with information on
nuclear and renewable energies. These questions are useful for us to understand our visitors motivations
and needs. Most are already interested in the subject and are looking for precise info. He or she is either a
student (high school or university), or a specialist, not necessarily in nuclear energy. Opponents also ask
questions but they are usually not aggressive.

The number of questions is steadily rising. This great success may be difficult to manage in the future,
especially if we want to remain quick and reliable, which are the key strengths of ous site's attractiveness.
At the moment, I takes us not less than a week to answer some of the most complex questions.

Connection - country of origin
France
USA & Canada
Others

80%
15%
5 %

I.jun 2jul 2.avg 2.sep 3okt 3.nov 4.dec 4.jan
t

Date

The difficulties we had to face
We had to solve two problems to implement the site. On technical level: new interactive technologies
allow you to update info on a real-time basis. But these sections are sometimes faulty. Database
maintenance is not easy and we had to solve several technical problems.
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The second problem we had to solve was the Forum. The first version was not appropriate, as the
debating capability was perceived by the internauts. So there were few contributions. Accordingly, we
designed and launch recently a new forum, closer to existing ones, to make it more familiar and user-
friendly.

The future of the EDF nuclear web site

The EDF web site has improved since its launch and is still improving today. It is not considered a
finished product. An English version will be implemented very soon. Our aim in the future is to have the
news translated every week. We also want the site to be shortly referenced in search engines and on other
nuclear sites.

Launching a new website is always an exciting adventure. So please don't hesitate. Visit our site,
participate in the debate, ask your questions and give us your opinion!
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Methods and arguments
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OAO "Mashinostroitelny zavod" ("MSZ") is situated at 55 km from Moscow, in Electrostal town that has
the population of 150000 people. The industrial complex of the town has, together with "MSZ" such
major enterprises as metallurgical factory "Electrostal", heavy machine building plant, chemical-
metallurgical factory and a number of construction organisations. "MSZ", a dynamically developing
enterprise, recently joined the world-wide leaders-manufacturers of nuclear fuel. The capacity of the
enterprise as per the beginning of the year 2000, is 1000 t by uranium dioxide. More than 50 nuclear
reactors operated at the NPPs of Russia, CIS states as well as Czech Republic, Slovakia, Bulgaria,
Hungary, Finland, Germany, Switzerland, Sweden use the nuclear fuel fabricated at "MSZ". Its high
quality, marked with prestigious awards and certificates of Russian and European auditors, contributes to
wide-scale export of the nuclear fuel.

"MSZ" is also a supplier of nuclear fuel for atomic power units for Russian ice-breaking and military
fleet. During the coming 3 years the capacity of the enterprise by uranium dioxide will be brought to
14001 and further on - to 1600 t per year.

"MSZ" management pays serious attention to the work with population and mass media as well as to the
intensive work related to the optimisation of the nuclear fuel fabrication because they realise that the
public attention is focused on the state and development of atomic power and related enterprises.
Certainly, the reaction of some part of the town population to the activity of "MSZ" is not that acute as it
was the case in the areas of NPP construction and operation. Nevertheless, we account for the fact that
during many years the information on the nuclear technologies used by the factory was closed that
brought to life a lot of rumours and legends on the affect of the factory on the town ecology and health of
its inhabitants. At the early 90s the information became open and the enterprise made a number of steps
towards the objective informing of the population of the technological and ecological peculiarities of
nuclear fuel fabrication and took certain measures to create positive public attitude to atomic power in
general and to "MSZ" in particular. This system includes the following elements:

1.Public Information Centre (PIC). The Centre is located outside the factory site and has the needed
illustrative materials including dummy fuel assemblies and reactors in which they are used, diagrams and
schemes clarifying on the operation principles of nuclear reactors and NPPs, video-films on the
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